1. Joint species distribution models (JSDM) are increasingly used to analyse community ecology data. Recent progress with JSDMs has provided ecologists with new tools for estimating species associations (residual cooccurrence patterns after accounting for environmental niches) from large data sets, as well as for increasing the predictive power of species distribution models (SDMs) by accounting for such associations. Yet, one critical limitation of JSDMs developed thus far is that they assume constant species associations. However, in real ecological communities, the direction and strength of interspecific interactions are likely to be different under different environmental conditions. 2. In this paper, we overcome the shortcoming of present JSDMs by allowing species associations covary with measured environmental covariates. To estimate environmental-dependent species associations, we utilize a latent variable structure, where the factor loadings are modelled as a linear regression to environmental covariates. 3. We illustrate the performance of the statistical framework with both simulated and real data. Our results show that JSDMs perform substantially better in inferring environmental-dependent species associations than single SDMs, especially with sparse data. Furthermore, JSDMs consistently overperform SDMs in terms of predictive power for generating predictions that account for environment-dependent biotic associations. 4. We implemented the statistical framework as a MATLAB package, which includes tools both for model parameterization as well as for post-processing of results, particularly for addressing whether and how species associations depend on the environmental conditions. 5. Our statistical framework provides a new tool for ecologists who wish to investigate from non-manipulative observational community data the dependency of interspecific interactions on environmental context. Our method can be applied to answer the fundamental questions in community ecology about how species' interactions shift in changing environmental conditions, as well as to predict future changes of species' interactions in response to global change.
Introduction
The assembly dynamics of species communities depend on both environmental filtering and biotic filtering (Vellend 2010; G€ otzenberger et al. 2012) . While there is a large body of statistical literature on how to predict species' distributions based on abiotic variation (Elith & Leathwick 2009) , the inclusion of interspecific interactions into species distribution modelling frameworks has been rather recent (Boulangeat, Gravel & Thuiller 2012; Kissling et al. 2012; Wisz et al. 2013) . Thus far, this has been carried out either by adding the abundances of other species as predictors to single species models Mod et al. 2015) , or by estimating species associations (residual co-occurrence patterns that remain after accounting for environmental niches) in joint species distribution models (JSDMs; Latimer et al. 2009; Clark et al. 2014; Thorson et al. 2015; Ovaskainen et al. 2016b) . These statistical methods assume constant species associations in relation to the environment, yet the direction and strength of interspecific interactions in ecological communities can covary with environmental conditions (Tylianakis et al. 2008) . For instance, when resources become scarce, competition among species might be intensified (Grime 1973; Goldberg 1990) , whereas under abiotically stressful environmental conditions, facilitation might become particularly important (Brooker et al. 2008; He, Bertness & Altieri 2013) . Changes in the outcomes of interspecific interactions in relation to changing environmental conditions have been found for a wide array of taxonomical groups (e.g. Erland & Finlay 1992; Brooker 2006) . However, most studies thus far have focused only on a few species and/or simplified experimental conditions. This was partly due to the lack of statistically efficient methods that would enable one to evaluate how environmental conditions influence interspecific interactions from observational data on species-rich communities.
Ecologists have traditionally inferred the presence and strength of interspecific interactions from observational species occurrence data by examining species' co-occurrence patterns. Statistical methods for assessing species' co-occurrences include distance-based ordination approaches (Legendre & Legendre 2012) , pairwise co-occurrence approaches (Veech 2014) , metrics measuring species' aggregation and segregation patterns (Stone & Roberts 1990) , and null model approaches (Gotelli 2000) . A caveat with these methods is that they confound co-occurrence patterns generated by ecological interactions with those generated by co-variation in the species responses to abiotic variation. It is possible to examine whether the co-occurrences depend on environmental covariates (Williams, Howe & Hofmockel 2014) , but this does not necessarily clarify whether the environmental covariates influence the occurrences or co-occurrences of the species. Another alternative is to use, in addition to environmental covariates, some of the species as predictors when modelling the occurrences of the other species . Including an interaction term between the predictor species and the abiotic environmental covariates then allows one to ask whether and how abiotic conditions modify species associations (Mod, le Roux & Luoto 2014) . However, this approach can be inefficient for the estimation of species associations in species-rich communities, and thus it has been typically applied for dominant species only.
Joint species distribution models have emerged in the ecological literature as a promising framework for assessing the effects of environmental filtering and species interactions in an integrated way (Warton et al. 2015) . Joint species distribution models consider as the response variable the vector of occurrences of all species, and thus provide a model-based approach for inferring simultaneously species associations as well as species relationships to the abiotic environment (Clark et al. 2014; Pollock et al. 2014; Warton et al. 2015) . As JSDMs control for measured environmental covariates, their estimates of species associations are more representative of true interactions than raw co-occurrence indices (Stone & Roberts 1990; Gotelli 2000) , especially if inference is derived from partial correlations (Ovaskainen et al. 2016a) or from time-series data (Ives et al. 2003; Thorson et al. 2016) . However, as non-manipulative data on species occurrence do not allow conclusive causal inference on ecological interactions, species associations estimated by JSDMs should be treated merely as hypotheses on ecological interactions (Ovaskainen, Hottola & Siitonen 2010) , the validity of which should be verified in controlled experiments. In the early phase of the development of JSDMs, these approaches suffered from the curse of dimensionality, limiting the estimation of species association matrices to only few tens of species (e.g. Latimer et al. 2009; Ovaskainen, Hottola & Siitonen 2010) . Thanks to recently introduced statistical techniques based on latent variable modelling (e.g. Bhattacharya & Dunson 2011) , current JSDMs are able to estimate species association matrices for hundreds of species, including study designs with multiple hierarchical levels (Ovaskainen et al. 2016a ) and spatially explicit data (Thorson et al. 2015; Ovaskainen et al. 2016b) . However, as pointed out by Warton et al. (2015) , an unresolved issue of current JSDMs is that they assume that the species associations are constant over environmental gradients, as well as more generally over space and time.
In this paper, we aim to fill the above-described gap in JSDMs and thus enable ecologists to use observational data for addressing the question of whether and how the environment influences species associations. We present an approach that extends latent factor based JSDMs to account for the dependency of species associations on environmental variables. In latent factors models, species associations are generated by factor loadings that stand for the responses of the species to latent factors, which can be interpreted as unmeasured environmental variables that generate the species associations. While in standard latent factors models the factor loadings are constant, we add another hierarchical layer that treats the factor loadings as linear regressions to measured environmental variables. After presenting the general statistical framework, we test its performance against two kinds of simulated data (data simulated by the statistical model itself and data simulated from an individual-based two-species competition model) and apply it to a real data set on plant presence-absence.
Materials and methods

D E S C R I P T I O N O F T H E S T A T I S T I C A L F R A M E W O R K
We consider the typical kind of data acquired in community ecological studies: a set of species surveyed in a set of sites, of which the latter we refer to as sampling units. We denote sampling units by index i = 1. . .n y and the species by index j = 1. . .n s , where n y is the number of surveyed sampling units and n s is the total number of recorded species. Our model is an extension of generalized mixed linear models, and thus it can be applied to various kinds of data (presence/absence, count, biomass, cover, etc.) through different link functions and error distributions. We model the recorded data as y ij $ DðL ij ; r 2 j Þ, where D is the statistical distribution pertinent to the kind of data, L ij is the linear predictor which models the expectation, and r 2 j is a variance parameter. For some distributions such as Poisson or Bernoulli, r 2 j is excluded, and for other cases such as normal distribution or over-dispersed Poisson distribution, it is included. The linear predictor is modelled as
The first term of this equation represents standard linear regression, where x ik is the measured covariate k = 1. . .n c in the sampling unit i, and b jk is the regression coefficient representing the linear response of species j to this covariate. In this model, the intercept is included to the regression part by setting x i1 = 1 for all sampling units i, so that the number of measured environmental covariates is n c À 1. To enable the parameterization of the model with sparse data or rare species, we model the regression coefficients as b j .~N(c, V), where vector c and the variance-covariance matrix V are community-level parameters to be estimated (Ovaskainen & Soininen 2011) . The vector c models the mean response over the species to the measured covariates, and the matrix V models the variation among individual species around the expectation. The dot notation in b j . (used also for other variables) means that b j . is a vector consisting of the b jk values with the index k ranging over k = 1. . .n c , whereas the value of species index j is fixed.
The species associations are modelled through the term e ij , which is a sum of products of latent factors (g ih ) and latent loadings (k jh ). The term g ih is the latent factor h = 1. . .n f for the sampling unit i, and k jh ðx Ã i :Þ is the factor loading of species j to latent factor h, given a vector of predictors x Ã i . at sampling unit i. The predictors
Þ on which the species associations are assumed to depend can be arbitrary. In practice, they usually consist of a subset of the predictors x ik which are used to model how expected species occurrence depends on covariates.
In previous works (Bhattacharya & Dunson 2011; Warton et al. 2015; Ovaskainen et al. 2016a) , the latent loadings have been assumed to be constant, i.e. not dependent on the x Ã i :. In that case, assuming g ih $ N(0,1) as is usually done in factor analysis (see Jolliffe 2005) , the species-to-species covariance structure is e i .~N(0,Ω), where Ω = ΛΛ T , and Λ denotes the latent loading matrix Λ = (k jh ). Here, we extend the previous works by modelling the factor loadings further as a linear regression of the x
With this extension, which borrows from recent developments in the statistical literature (Hoff & Niu 2012; Fox & Dunson 2015) , the among species covariance structure becomes a function of the environmental condition as e i : $ Nð0; Xðx (1), the intercept is included by setting x Ã i1 ¼ 1 for all sampling units i. We note that the baseline model, which assumes constant species associations, can be recovered by including the intercept as the only predictor in eqn (2).
We parameterized the model in the Bayesian framework. As we have assumed here straightforward modifications of the prior distributions and MCMC sampling schemes applied in previous works (Bhattacharya & Dunson 2011; Ovaskainen et al. 2016b) , we provide the full description of these in the Appendix S1, Supporting Information only. Briefly, to incorporate the dependency of the latent loadings on the environmental variables (eqn 2), we assumed the multiplicative gamma shrinkage prior of Bhattacharya & Dunson (2011) for the k jhk , independently for each k, and derived a Gibbs sampling scheme for sampling of the k jhk from their full conditional distribution. As described in more detail in Bhattacharya & Dunson (2011) , this prior allows for uncertainty in the number of factors and sparsity structure. The amount of shrinkage increases approximately exponentially with factor index k, and thus, the model assigns non-negligible factor loadings only for those factors that are strongly supported by the data.
I N T E R P R E T A T I O N O F M O D E L P A R A M E T E R S
After fitting the model to data, the parameterized model can be used both for inference and prediction in the same ways as JSDMs in general (Warton et al. 2015; Ovaskainen et al. 2016a ). Here we focus on the novel components of the present approach, i.e. how to infer whether and how species associations depend on the environmental conditions x*, and how to use this information when generating predictions.
To measure the associations at a scale which is convenient for interpretation, we transform the covariance matrices Ω into correlation matrices R by defining R j1j2 ¼ X j1j2 = ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi X j1j1 X j2j2 p for each pair of species j 1 , j 2 = 1. . .n s . We remark that the model allows one to predict R(x*) for any environmental conditions x*, not just for those present in the training data, denoted above by x Ã i : for sampling unit i. As we parameterize the model using Bayesian inference, the species associations for given environmental conditions x* are characterized by the joint posterior distribution of the entire matrix R(x*), from which e.g. marginal posterior means and credible intervals can be computed for each pair of species. In addition to predicting the species associations for specific environmental conditions, we are interested in quantifying the level of statistical evidence on whether the associations vary with different environmental conditions. To do so, we define the species-to-species matrix of posterior probabilities Sðx
2 Þ close to 1 indicates that there is a high level of statistical support that the co-occurrence pattern among species j 1 and j 2 is more positive under the environment x Ã 1 than under the environment x Ã 2 , whereas a value of S j1j2 ðx Ã 1 ; x Ã 2 Þ close to 0 indicates that the opposite is true. The MATLAB code that implements the statistical method can be found at https://github.com/gtikhonov/HMSC-DepAssoc.
T E S T I N G T H E P E R F O R M A N C E O F T H E S T A T I S T I C A L F R A M E W O R K W I T H S I M U L A T E D D A T A
We used simulated data to test whether the developed framework successfully estimates the dependency of species associations on the environmental context. We generated presence-absence data on species occurrence along a single environmental gradient, which we call altitude for the sake of illustration. We denote by x i1 = 1 the intercept and by x i2 the altitude of the sampling unit i. We assumed a study design where the sampling units were located evenly along the altitudinal gradient according to their index i, ranging from x 12 = À1 to x ny2 ¼ 1. We generated data with two kinds of models: in the null model, the species associations were constant along the altitudinal gradient, and in the full model, the species associations varied along the altitudinal gradient. In both cases, we assumed that the marginal occurrence probabilities of the species varied along the altitudinal gradient. Thus, in the null model, we assumed the linear predictor
whereas in the full model, we assumed the linear predictor
While continuous-scale data are generally more informative for estimating covariance, we generated here presence-absence data, as it is a very common data type in ecology. For this we used the probit link function, implemented as y ij ¼ 1 Lijþeij [ 0 , where e ij~N (0,1) and 1 x>0 is a binary indicator function, which takes the value of 1 if x > 0 and is otherwise 0. We sampled b j2 from N(0,1), so that the species varied in their responses to the altitudinal gradient. To mimic typical sparse community ecological data where only few species are common and most are rare, we sampled b j1 from N(À2,1). With these assumptions, the fraction of occupied sampling units is in the range [0Á1,1] for 28% of the species, [0Á01,0Á1] for 42%, [0Á001,0Á01] for 21%, and <0Á001 for the remaining 9%.
To mimic a biologically relevant case study, we assumed that the species associations depend on altitude in a manner that is in line with stress-gradient hypothesis (SGH). Presuming that low altitude represents mild and high altitude harsh environmental conditions, we assumed that the interspecific associations shift towards positive with increasing abiotic stress and thus with increasing altitude (Callaway et al. 2002) . To generate such variation, we fixed the number of latent factors n f = 2, and sampled k jhk according to the formulas k jh1 = 0Á4 (a jh + b jh ) and k jh2 = 0Á4b jh , where a jh~N (0,1) and b jh~N (0Á9,10
À2
). Under this parameterization, the expected proportions of positive and negative associations at low altitude are equal, while at high altitude most of associations are positive. We refer to the primary (e.g. b jk and k jhk ) and derived (e.g. R(x*)) parameters that were used to generate the data as 'true', to distinguish them from the estimated values of the same parameters. We call simulated data sets generated by the null model (eqn 3) and the full model (eqn 4) as null data and full data respectively.
We fixed the number of species to n s = 50. To test how the statistical power of the approach depends on the data size, we varied the number of sampling units as n y = 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200. We generated the data for the largest study design only (n y = 3200), and obtained the data for the smaller study designs by subsampling these data. We generated 30 replicate data sets of each type and size.
For each generated data set, we fitted the JSDM with structure equal to the full model (eqn 4), and hence allowed the species associations to vary with altitude, regardless of whether they did so in reality or not. We evaluated whether the model was able to capture the variation on the species associations along the environmental gradient. To do so, we computed for each species pair the level of statistical evidence S j1j2 ðx Ã 1 ; x Ã 2 Þ that their association was more positive at high altitude than at low altitude, where x Ã 1 ¼ ð1; À1Þ and x Ã 2 ¼ ð1; 1Þ. For each species pair, we classified the inference obtained from the fitted model as 'correct' if there was no change in the true association (null data) and the inferred association showed no change, or if there was a change in the true association (full data) and the inferred association indicated a change with the correct direction. We classified the inference as 'misleading' if there was no change in the true association but the inferred association indicated a change, or if there was a change in the true association but the inferred association indicated a change into the opposite direction. The remaining cases in which there was a change in the true association but the inferred association indicated no change were classified as 'lack of statistical power'. The estimated association for each species pair was considered to vary with altitude if the value of S j1j2 ðx Ã 1 ; x Ã 2 Þ was outside the range [0Á05,0Á95]. We compared the performance of our method with methods used earlier in the context of single species distribution models (SDMs). To do so, we fitted SDMs to the same simulated data, separately for each of the species pairs. In these models, the response variable was the occurrence of the first species, and predictors included altitude, the occurrence of the second species, and the interaction between the second species' occurrence and altitude. We fitted the probit regression models with the glmfit function in MATLAB, thus assuming the maximum likelihood paradigm. We considered that the species associations shifted towards the direction determined by the sign of the regression coefficient of the interaction term if this term was significant with P < 0Á05. We classified the inference for each ordered species pair as 'correct', 'misleading' or 'lack of statistical power' as we did with the JSDM.
We examined how much accounting for species associations influenced the predictive powers of the models. We mimicked a situation in which the ecologists would have surveyed the occurrences of all species for the sampling units that make up the training data (used for model parameterization), but only the 10 most dominant species (based on their abundances in the training data) for additional sampling units that make up the validation data. Now the question is that how well different models are able to predict the occurrences of the remaining 40 species (which are mostly rare) in the validation data. We compared the predictive powers of SDMs and JSDMs that do or do not account for species associations. The SDMs that do not account for species associations had altitude as the sole predictor, whereas the ones that account for species associations had also the 10 most dominant species and their interaction terms with altitude. The predictions by JSDMs that do or do not account for species associations were made by the same full version of the JSDM that included altitude-dependent species associations. The ones that do not account for species associations are unconditional predictions, whereas the ones that do account for species associations are conditional predictions. The latter were generated using the method of Ovaskainen et al. (2016a) , modified to account for environmental-dependent associations. We used these four models to predict the occurrences of the 40 non-surveyed species in the validation data, and evaluated the models' predictive power with two measures that we averaged over the species: (i) Tjur's R 2 , i.e. mean predicted occurrence probability over occupied sites minus mean predicted occurrence probability over unoccupied sites (Tjur 2009) , and (ii) deviance, i.e. the negative of twice the likelihood of observing the validation data, given the model prediction.
To examine the generality of the results, we repeated the above described analyses in three different ways. First, to test the influence of the sparsity of the data, we used a different parameterization for the model intercepts (the b j1 parameters), so that instead of a community dominated by rare species, we assumed a community dominated by common species. Second, to test the sensitivity of the results to the prior assigned to the latent factors, we repeated the analyses by assuming that the researcher had prior information about the structure of the association network. Third, to test the sensitivity of the results to the structure of the association network, we used a different parameterization for the factors loadings. Instead of assuming the relatively simple structure of the association network generated by two latent factors, we assumed a more complex structure generated by five factors. Furthermore, instead of the directional change corresponding to the SGH, we assumed that the associations changed in a non-directional way along altitude. These alternative scenarios are described in more detail in the Appendix S1.
As an additional case study, we examined the robustness of the statistical approach by applying it to data simulated by an individualbased model, which data may violate the structural assumptions made by the JSDM. The description and results for this simulated example are provided in the Appendix S1.
T E S T I N G T H E P E R F O R M A N C E O F T H E S T A T I S T I C A L F R A M E W O R K W I T H R E A L D A T A
We reanalysed the plant cover data from Mod, le Roux & Luoto (2014) . In the original study, Mod, le Roux & Luoto (2014) modelled separately the cover of 17 plant species, including the logarithm of geomorphological disturbance, soil moisture, logarithm of the dominant species' cover (Empetrum), and all interaction terms between Empetrum and the environment variables as predictors. As explained in more detail in Mod, le Roux & Luoto (2014) , soil disturbance and moisture represent stress factors for plant growth.
We modelled the presence-absence of all 18 plant species with a JSDM where we included soil moisture, geomorphological disturbance and their interaction as predictors, and allowed the species associations at the sampling unit level to vary with both variables. As the data had been collected by hierarchical sampling design, with sampling units located within sites, we followed Ovaskainen et al. (2016a) to estimate random variation in species occurrences and co-occurrences also at the site level, at which level we assumed the associations to be constant (for exact mathematical description of the model structure see Appendix S1). We predicted the associations R(x*) at different combinations of disturbance and soil moisture (low and high), and computed the level of statistical support Sðx Ã 1 ; x Ã 2 Þ of difference in species associations along the disturbance and soil moisture gradients.
Results
The species association networks estimated for both the null data ( Fig. 1d-f ) and the full data ( Fig. 1g-i) closely resembled the true association networks (Fig. 1a-c) . Overall, the estimates for the null data (Figs. 1d-f and 2c) successfully inferred that the associations did not vary with altitude (grey lines in Fig. 2c) , with only a small fraction of misleading cases (coloured lines in Fig. 2c ). The fitted model generally replicated the true behaviour also for the full data (Figs. 1g-i and coloured lines in Fig. 2d ), though as expected for the sparse (d-i) , cases where the 95% posterior credible interval of the correlation includes zero are shown by white. Species' order is the same in all panels, and it has been selected so that the structure of the association network in (b) is as clear as possible. In all panels, only lower triangles of the symmetric association matrices are shown. Black circles, marked with numbers 1 and 2, highlight species pairs that are analysed further in Fig. 2. community data being analysed, there was a large fraction of species for which there was lack of statistical power (grey lines in Fig. 2d ). The lower panels of Fig. 2 exemplify further the true and estimated associations for three species pairs, illustrating one case of lack of statistical power (Fig. 2e) , and two cases of correct inference (Figs. 2f and g ).
The ability of the model to identify changes in associations between species pairs increased with the amount of data (Fig. 3d) , and with the true change in the association (Fig. S1 ). The JSDM approach had more statistical power than the SDM for capturing whether the associations changed with altitude, as evidenced by the red bars being higher in Fig. 3d than in Fig. 3b . The fraction of misleading inferences was in line with expectations based on the threshold criteria used, both with SDM and JSDM approaches. In terms of predictive power, unconditional SDMs and JSDMs showed almost equal performance for all amounts of data. Conditioning the predictions for each focal species on the 10 dominant species considerably improved the models' predictions in terms of the Tjur's R 2 both for SDM and JSDM, with no major differences between these two approaches (Fig. 3f) . However, in terms of the deviance, the conditional predictions by the JSDM overperformed those of the SDM (Fig. 3e) .
For the community dominated by common species, both SDM and JSDM approaches had more power to correctly detect the changes in the associations (Fig. S2 ) than for the community dominated by the rare species (Fig. 3) . Joint species distribution models performed better than SDMs especially for the sparse data. The results for the alternative prior (Fig. S3) and for the alternative structure of the species association network (Figs. S4 and S5) were qualitatively similar to the results shown in Fig. 3 , confirming their robustness.
Our analysis of the plant data provided partial support to previous findings of Mod, le Roux & Luoto (2014) that the plant species associations can be dependent on multiple environmental factors: for many species pairs, the association differed at different combinations of environmental factors (Fig. 4a-d) . However, the statistical support for a change in the associations along at least one of the environmental gradients was greater than 95% only for 51 out of 153 species pairs ( Fig. 4e and f) . Furthermore, the numbers of species pairs that changed towards more positive and more negative associations were similar for both environmental gradients ( Fig. 4e and f) . Fig. 1 by circles numbered by 1 (e: full data) and 2 (f: full data; g: null data). In these panels, the solid magenta lines show the true associations, and the areas with different grey intensities represent the [5%,95%] posterior quantiles estimated based on data with n y = 400 (dotted lines), n y = 800 (dashed lines) and n y = 3200 (solid lines) sampling units. The values of statistical support S shown in these panels are based on n y = 3200.
Discussion
Determining whether the outcomes of interspecific interactions depend on the environmental conditions is of major interest both for understanding the basic ecology and distribution of species, as well as for predicting changes at macroecological scales due to global change (Tylianakis et al. 2008; Van der Putten, Macel & Visser 2010; Hagen et al. 2012) . The statistical framework introduced in this paper provides a new tool for ecologists interested in inferring the dependency of interspecific interactions on environmental context from non-manipulative observational community data. Compared to existing methods, the principal advantage of our method is that it enables inference about species associations and their changes from sparse data on large communities dominated by rare species.
Our results with simulated data show that the approach proposed here is capable of finding signals of changing associations in a robust and statistically efficient way. As expected, the ability to classify how species associations depend on environmental conditions increases with the size of the data set. Our results were robust for all sizes of data in the sense that the rate of false positives corresponded to the threshold level of statistical support we used to infer changing associations. Our additional simulated example (presented in Appendix S1) consisted of data generated by an individual-based model. The statistical model successfully captured how associations varied along the environmental gradient also in this example (see Appendix S1), suggesting the robustness of the method to data that violates the structural assumptions of the statistical model.
As any statistical method, also the method presented here has its shortcomings and underlying assumptions, which the researchers should keep in mind when interpreting the results. Most importantly, while JSDMs are aimed to capture biotic interactions, they are of correlative nature, and thus their results should be interpreted cautiously. For example, model miss-specifications (such as missing covariates or variation in detection probability over environmental gradients) may generate both co-occurrence patterns and their changes over environmental gradients. However, our method avoids many pitfalls of earlier approaches (see Introduction), and thus allows community ecologists to move as close to causal Fig. 3 . A comparison between single species distribution models (SDMs) and joint species distribution models (JSDMs) in their ability to account for the dependency of species associations on environmental covariates. The heights of the bars in (a-d) show the proportions of species pairs (averaged over the replicate data sets; error bars show standard errors) with correct inference (red), misleading inference (blue), and lack of statistical power (grey). (e and f) It compares the predictive powers of the fitted models, measured by deviance (e) and Tjur R 2 (f) of the model's predictions for validation data (averaged over the replicate data sets; error bars show 25%, 75% quantiles). The colours correspond to different models: SDM (light grey) and JSDM (light green) that do not account for species associations (unconditional), and SDM (dark grey) and JSDM (dark green) that utilize the information on the 10 most dominant species (conditional). The two rightmost bars and the horizontal lines represent the unconditional and conditional JSDMs with true parameters values.
inference as is principally possible with non-manipulative observational data. Yet, the patterns revealed by our approach should be considered merely as hypotheses on species interactions and their dependency on environmental conditions. For empirical ecologists, the most rigorous way of validating results obtained by applying our method to observational data is to pick examples of species pairs with changing associations, and perform experimental tests for those species pairs. From the theoretical point of view, additional tests using simulated data generated from independent models could provide further insights on the capabilities and limitations of our method.
One aspect that we have ignored in our case studies is that, while the association matrices R(x*) and the levels of statistical support of a change in species-to-species co-association Sðx Ã 1 ; x Ã 2 Þ are defined for all species pairs and all environmental conditions, it is often the case that not all species are present in all environments. For example, the correlation between two species may be predicted to be positive even for a site where both species are predicted to be absent. Then the positive correlation between them means that in the very unlikely case that the species would be present in the focal environment, they would be likely to be found together in the same sampling unit. For this reason, the estimated correlation matrices can be considered as hypothetical association networks rather than realized association networks. To construct a realized association network, we propose to consider only those species pairs that are likely to be present in the focal environment. For the presence threshold, one may e.g. require that the product (over the two species) of the species occurrence probabilities exceeds a given threshold value. A species pair can then be considered to have a realized association in the focal environment if its joint presence in the focal environment exceeds such threshold value, and if the estimated association is either positive or negative with at least some specified posterior probability.
The model development presented here was partly motivated by the recent discussion in plant community ecology about to what extent there is empirical support for the SGH. In general terms, the SGH predicts that facilitation becomes more important in shaping plant communities as abiotic stress increases (Bertness & Callaway 1994 ). While there are many studies providing empirical support for this phenomenon (Brooker et al. 2008; He, Bertness & Altieri 2013) , some other studies have found only weak or no evidence (Maestre, Valladares & Reynolds 2005) . Some authors have suggested that there may be such a discrepancy among the results because empirical tests for SGH usually focus on a few species only, not on the whole community (Maestre . As we have illustrated using the data of Mod, le Roux & Luoto (2014) , our method can be used to test the SGH using plant community data in an integrated manner. If we would have considered associations only between the most dominant species and the other species, as was done by Mod, le Roux & Luoto (2014) , we would have seen only part of the bigger picture. Mod, le Roux & Luoto (2014) related their results to the SGH by noting that the positive effects of the most dominant species were generally stronger at higher levels of environmental stress. However, considering the species associations among all species within the community, the evidence for SGH that we found from this data set was rather limited, as we observed roughly equal amount of changes towards positive and negative directions. We hope that future applications of the method presented here will help to provide more synthetic insights into the SGH.
One of the reasons for the high success of SDMs in ecology and conservation biology is that they enable predicting species' distributions for different environmental scenarios (Elith & Leathwick 2009 ). In particular, SDMs have played an important role in the research of future effects of environmental threats on global species' expansions and extinctions (Pearson & Dawson 2003; Ara ujo et al. 2005; Hijmans & Graham 2006) . Our method provides exciting possibilities for extending these lines of research, as it can additionally be used for predicting how species associations may change under different scenarios of environmental change, and how such changing associations may feed back into species' occurrence.
